
THIS BEING A CONTRACT with BAD TRIP RECORDS for a "screen test" intended for the purpose of 
evaluating the potential of actors to participate in the production of our future offerings, WITH 
THE PROMISE that this video material will NOT be shared or distributed for use elsewhere without 
the full and complete consent of the actor(s) in this performance rehearsal, this actor agrees

It is understood and agreed that all references to "rape" or "raep" refer to the actor's 
portrayal of a role, in which the actors may, or may not, engage in sexual acts with 
AnneRose Blayk.  It is agreed by AnneRose Blayk that they may engage in sexual acts with 
her, so long as these rules are obeyed, first and foremost among them the overall rule 
governing this agreement, that AnneRose Blayk must NOT be purposefully brought to harm.

AnneRose Blayk will be called "Rosie" or "Barmayden."             - AGREED ________

 0. THE SOLE REQUIREMENT FOR THE FULFILLMENT OF THIS CONTRACT:

                      - AnneRose Blayk MUST be spanked hard.      - AGREED ________

 0.1. AnneRose MUST be spanked hard before undressing.            - AGREED ________

 1. AnneRose rapists must use fresh silicone lube.                - AGREED ________
 2. AnneRose email proves SHE BEGGED FOR IT.                      - AGREED ________
 3. AnneRose video proves SHE LED ME ON.                          - AGREED ________
 4. AnneRose video proves SHE BEGGED FOR IT.                      - AGREED ________
 4.1. AnneRose video MUST prove SHE BEGGED FOR IT.                - AGREED ________
 5. AnneRose Blayk will never fuck men.                           - AGREED ________
 6. AnneRose rapists must NEVER take cock up the ass.             - AGREED ________
 7. AnneRose rapists must not beat her.                           - AGREED ________
 8. AnneRose rapists must not break her.†                         - AGREED ________
 9. AnneRose rapists must not break her anus.†                    - AGREED ________
10. AnneRose rapists must use lots of fresh silicone lube.        - AGREED ________
11. AnneRose rapists may demean her.                              - AGREED ________
12. AnneRose MUST thank AnneRose rapists on video.                - AGREED ________

Understandings:

 A. AnneRose Blayk longs to be groped.                        - UNDERSTOOD ________
 B. AnneRose wants hard kissing to hurt.                      - UNDERSTOOD ________
 C. AnneRose wants raep while fully clothed.                  - UNDERSTOOD ________
 D. AnneRose prefers raep while half naked.                   - UNDERSTOOD ________

1. Applicants for this SCREEN TEST must indicate that they promise to abide by each one of 
these conditions by entering their initials in the blank space after each item.

2. SCREEN TEST applicants MUST be HIV negative and STD free and provide up-to-date test 
evidence this is the case, and the use of condoms is strictly forbidden. Applicants are 
expected to bring "party supplies" to lend verisimilitude to the scene that is to be 
enacted: "a drugged-up transvestite receiving an appropriate comeuppance for 'her' pert and 
obnoxious flirtatiousness."  We guarantee that AnneRose Blayk's penis will be securely 
restrained within a "cock lock," prohibiting sexual aggression on her part; other restraint 
devices will be provided to guarantee that she cannot misbehave if she begins to "act up."

3. SCREEN TEST applicants are expected to provide evidence of creativity and verve in dialog, 
either spontaneously invented, or dialog they have prepared beforehand for the scene. Actors 
in don't try that jazz on me! will be expected to perform en ensemble, so bring your best!

4. SCREEN TEST applicants agree to respect the value of the props provided; these items are 
costly and in some cases unique. If clothing is removed, AnneRose Blayk must be disrobed in 
such a manner that no damage is done to our wardrobe!

In consideration of the payment for screen test of $_________ by the applicant, the applicant shall be 
permitted to advantage themselves of the opportunity to try out for a role in our production 

— "don't try that jazz on me!" —

SIGNED: _________________________  DATED: ________  

SIGNED: _________________________  DATED: ________  for BAD TRIP RECORDS

Actors shall bring only their own persons, properly attired, and leave the same way.

† The use of the term "break" here implies that any activity with the threat of inflicting physical harm 
must be strictly avoided: for example squeezing the testicles exposed outside AnneRose's "cock lock" 
device, smothering, arm twisting, harsh blows, stabbing, or swatting… aside from the spanking – defined 
as "swatting with the cupped hand" – required by this contract!


